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ABOUT US  

In 2003, Holztec established a joint venture company with Kneer, a German windows and
window doors manufacturing company. Kneer has more than a hundred years of experience in
operating wooden windows and window doors factories in their homeland German. 

The objective of this joint venture was to invest in state-of-the-art computerized woodworking
machines and systems, with the aim of producing the highest quality products for both the
European and the Egyptian market. 

We work hard to meet the changing needs of customers nationwide by manufacturing the
most reliable, low maintenance and durable products.

Customer satisfaction is what defines our work and governs our goals.



The mission of Holztec is dedication to the highest quality of customer service delivered with a
sense of warmth, friendliness, individual pride, and company spirit. We strive to grow our
business with the same honesty and integrity we use to craft our products, with elegancy and
perfection. We aim to build the best product and fulfilling our customer needs & requirements,
thus implement solutions for a better living experience.

We strive to be recognized and perceived as the best living spaces supplier throughout the
MENA region, where clients can receive a noteworthy product with the best quality of service
ever delivered.

MISSION & VISION  



OUR PRODUCTS   

Holztec manufactures German hand crafted windows and doors The unmatched quality of our

product is high in sealing, sound insulation & protection against the environment. Holztec uses

State-Of-The-Art machinery to manufacture quality products complying with the German DIN

Standards 68 121//IV68. The product meets European quality standards for temperature and

sound proofing.



WINDOW   DOOR    WALL CLADDING  



OUR SOLUTIONS

1.             TILT & TURN
Holztec Tilt and turn windows and doors have the perfect and elaborate combination of natural

material and latest technology that guarantees unique quality. Holztec tilt and turn windows

and doors are not only a distinctive piece of wood but a perfectly constructed piece of

technology that is beautifully crafted.



OUR SOLUTIONS

2.          TILT & SLIDE 
The tilt and slide windows combine the sophistication of the German sliding mechanism

incorporated with the tilt feature that allows for more ventilation. Other features include a

range of solid colours and also a range of handle colours to complement your windows. We

also offer a wide range of glass features and designs custom made especially for you.



OUR SOLUTIONS

3.          LIFT & SLIDE
The Holztec lift and slide door is the most innovative doors on the market today; designed using

state-of-the-art technology. 

Not only does it have the tilt option but it is also designed with the strict insulation guidelines in

mind. 



OUR SOLUTIONS

4.          FOLDING
The most advanced European folding door on the market today. It can function as a French

door when only the two center sashes are used.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Wood  :  There are 3 laminated layers of compressed Meranti wood. The reflling of the wood laminated
is Profle 86 X 72 mm. 

System : According to the German Industrial Association standards, DIN. 68 121/IV68 .

Sides : Outer frame 80/66 mm Leaves made of wood with profile 80/66 mm Wood painted with
special water base paint.

Rain Rail protectors : Aluminium rails are used to protect the wood from rain and water. These stripes
of aluminium are covered from both sides with plastic covers to prevent water and air leakage.



PAINT SPECIFICATIONS

The paints are imported from a Belgian company that is according to the international
standards.

The wood is painted with three layers with special water based paints.

Our paint is waterborne paint for the priming of windows and doors.
The frst layer (basic) used is to treat the wood and protect it from insects and bugs. 

The second layer (fller) in this phase is used to paint the wood with flling color to fll all the holes
and protect the wood from water leaking. 

The fnal layer (color) in this phase is used to paint the wood which gives the wood the
designed color according to the costumer need.



HARDWARE & FITTING
Holztec hardware system is designed to bring back the era that celebrate the balance between
extraordinary taste & functionality.

Our Roto and Siegenia hardware systems are made out of steel and for highly stressed hinges
out of steel with quality. 

Holztec’s line of hardware which is forged, hammered, milled, & fnished with International
German Standards, is available in various shapes and colors to satisfy all customers’ needs.



SILICONE SPECIFICATIONS
The Silicon used is particularly suitable for the sealing of windows, connecting joints and other

movement joints.

 It offers long-term, good adhesion to most non-porous surfaces such as coated or glazed

wood, glass and glazed surfaces. It is available in a wide range of colours. 



RUBBER SPECIFICATIONS
The rubber used is the all-rounder amongst the sealing profles. It guarantees optimum sealing

tightness and there are stabilization lips that strengthen the position . 

Moreover, it has an optimum head width that provides a greater tolerance range. It also has a

hollow chamber lip profile for clearly visible deflection recovery of the seal, in addition to the

fact that it is environmentally friendly. 



OUR PROJECTS



 

Thousand of private villas and apartments



 

Central Bank of Egypt



 

AUC New Campus



 

IDG Alamein



 

Hyatt Hotel 



 

New Mena House 



 

Mena House



 

La Maison Bleue Hotel - Gouna



 

Forty West



 

Fanadir & Mosaique  



 

Abu Tig hills 



 

Om kolthoom 



 

Steigenberger Hotel - Hurghada



 

Industrial Development Group



 

Pyramids Heights (Office Park)



 

JW Residence



 

Obour church



Head office Address : Pyramids Heights, Km 22 Cairo Alex Desert Rd. Bldg 2, 3rd Floor. Giza, Egypt

Telephone : +20120372893

Email : info@holztec-sae.com 

Website : www.holztec-sae.com 

https://instagram.com/holztec.egypt?igshid=NDk5N2NlZjQ%3D
https://www.facebook.com/holztec.egypt?mibextid=LQQJ4d
https://www.linkedin.com/company/holztec-sae/
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